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There is heat and anger, gray metal rock pebbles with sharp outlines have scattered on the ground. 
Metal rocks, volcanic landscape. Sharp things. 

The ground is sunken in in the middle as an almost pit with raised edges on the sides. Metal on the 
ground. Anger here. Red sky and heat. 

5:22 PM Secondary stage

Round pit on the ground. Sharp metal points pointing up in gray color. There is red on the ground. 
The floor is red. 

Probe heat and anger: Anger is concentrated on the gray metal objects. It has to do with the 
strength of these objects, there is a lot of force focused into these gray objects. 

Probe gray metal rocks: There is considerable heat at them. Ouch, heat when I touch the gray 
objects. These are rocks and pebbles on the ground. We are inside of a fire pit. The metal was once 
molten metal. There is ANGER associated to these gray rocks. The gray rocks are being pushed into 
the wall of the pit on the right side of the pit. Many sharp pointy gray spears pointing up. 

A tremendous angry force has pushed these gray sharp rocks into the ground like punched with a 
fist, there is anger and force involved. No water comes here, no water drips down on the pointy 
gray arrows. 

5:35 PM End RV. I could have probed more and done third stage probing but let's end it here and 
see what we had. 

I will give it a C because I may have gotten lost on the shapes of the snow and snow mounds and the 
fence has vertical parts that look like pointy arrows. But it is almost a fail grade, this is not a good 
correlation on the report. Grade C. 

5:38 PM End session. 
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ELEMENTS

IE. Heat and anger. 

IE. Gray metal rocks pebbles with sharp outlines scattered on the ground. 

IE. Sharp things. 

IE. Volcanic landscape. 

IE. Ground is sunken into a pit in the middle with raised edges on the sides. 

IE. Red sky. 

IE or SE I forgot. Several pointy sharp arrows gray color pointing up. 


